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Wildfire 
Prevention 

or 
Mitigation?

There are a few important questions 
that we should ask ourselves before 

digging too deeply into this topic

Can we 
prevent 

wildfires? 

Do we want 
to prevent 
wildfires?

Is 
mitigation a 
better way 
forward?



The 3 Causes of vegetation fires in the UK

[Image by https://pixabay.com/users/johngelling]



This slide shows a range of 
‘Anti-social’ incidents 
recorded by UHP at this 
heathland site.

Many of these are fires

Note the clusters, why 
might this be?

Human factors
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It would seem that the level of 
deprivation is connected to the number 
of “anti-social” incidents. However, this 
should not be considered definitive 
based on just this one site.
It could be just as significant that the 
easiest and most popular access is from 
the North.
This is certainly a key factor for fire 
setting in the more remote areas

Human factors
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The Smokey Bear Effect

• Smokey Bear is the longest running public 
service campaign in US history

• This led to all Forest Fires being suppressed, 
natural or man made

• In 2007 Donovan and Brown published a 
paper “Be careful what you wish for: The 
legacy of Smokey Bear”. It made the case that 
suppression inhibits the natural process of 
frequent low intensity fires, but instead 
creates large high intensity fires and poor 
forest health

[https://www.fs.fed.us/rm/pubs_other/rmrs_2007_donovan_j001.pdf]



Is Smokey in the UK?

• In many cases, management now 
consists of low intensity grazing and 
possibly some mowing/cutting

• This means that often, fuels are 
allowed to grow unchecked by 
management. Over stood heather and 
gorse frequently dominate

• We should expect high intensity fires 
that are difficult to suppress

• Yes, it seems that Smokey Bear has 
arrived in the UK!



“Boom and Bust” 
Landscapes

A recent paper by Susan Pritchard and Paul Hessburg
“Evaluating the influence of prior burn mosaics on 
subsequent wildfire behaviour, severity and fire 
management options” discusses the impact of fire 
suppression on natural fire resilience

Naturally occurring fires provide the landscape with a 
“memory” and the scar serves to mitigate the spread 
and intensity of subsequent fires

Fire suppression erases this memory and creates 
“Boom and Bust” landscapes

[https://www.firescience.gov/projects/14-1-02-30/project/14-1-02-30_final_report.pdf]



Lowland Heath as an example

Heathland and acid grassland are formed when forests on nutrient poor 
soils are cleared for agriculture. It requires management to check scrub 
invasion and the subsequent development of woodland, and to keep the 
nutrient content of the soil low. In the past this management took the form 
of grazing, burning and gathering of heather and gorse, for such uses as 
fuel and thatch. Heathland is not only an important habitat for wildlife but 
also forms a valuable part of the cultural heritage of the U.K. 
[http://www.oncf.org.uk/biodiversity/pdfs/haps/Lowland%20Heath%20and%20Acid%20Grassland.pdf]



Perhaps it’s about how these fires burn and 
not if they burn?



First things first

• Take a look around your site; 
do you really have anything 
to worry about?

•Do you have an existing 
wildfire problem?

• If not, then is anything due 
to change?



Prioritise action

• If you do have a problem, 
then prioritise: Life, 
Property, Environment

• Do you want to mitigate? If 
so, then develop a strategy 
and implement it

• All strategies must be 
reviewed regularly and 
often need to be repeated 
as wildfire fuel is a living 
beast; it continues to grow!



Create a fuel map

Create a fuel map to 
show areas of High 
and Low fuel Risk 
along with its ignition 
potential.

This is fuel risk 
mapping



Response Plan Does your site require a specific response plan? This may be 
required under the Open Habitats Directive or for Countryside 
Stewardship schemes

A response plan needs to only contain information relevant to a 
response situation. Avoid overcomplicating it. Do not include fuel 
info etc. but do have your fuel map to hand

If it does, then carry out a simple Risk Assessment to identify 
areas of concern; access, egress, life risk, health concerns, 
protected habitats or species, valuable crops, infrastructure etc.

This will inform the content of your response plan

If your own personnel respond, then ensure that they are 
familiar with the plan. Include contact details

[Image credit: SunJournal.com]



Suppression is 
clearly necessary 
to save life and 
property, but 
sometimes it’s 
better to manage 
the fire, rather 
than fight it.

We need to manage fires, not fight them



So…to prevent or to mitigate?

• It’s not one or the other, both are needed

•Suppression can create a fuel build up

•Prevention is not an answer on its own

•Mitigation is required

“Manage the Fuel, Manage the Risk”



Thank you for listening
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